
 

Global Hot Spot: Aries New Moon on March 24, 2020 

Dateline Sunday-Monday March 22 - 23, 2020: Important Upfront Notice  

Four podcasts and a fifth about to happen on the new coronavirus are located in the 
M a r k L e r n e r A s t r o l o g y R a d i o A s t r o S c o p e a r e a o f o u r w e b s i t e 
at www.greatbearenterprises.com along with many significant horoscopes. These 
podcasts have more than 8 hours of insights about how this disease was so 
unfortunately let loose upon an unsuspecting humanity and why so many nations, most 
notably the USA, were ill-prepared to handle what is now a pandemic changing the 
current and future life paths of all souls traveling aboard our beleaguered planet. 

 
As I shared in a couple of the podcasts as well as the 
previous Global Hot Spot concerning the Pisces-Virgo 
Full Moon on Monday March 9, this New Moon at 5 
degrees of Aries (conjunct Chiron within one degree) 
on March 24 and the following New Moon on April 22 
(Earth Day) at 4 degrees of Taurus (the discovery 
degree of Chiron) are both inundating our incredibly 
interconnected global society with an enormous dose 
of Chiron energy — for good or ill, depending on how 

each of us and our collective consciousness handles the voltage associated with the 
various archetypes of this so-called Wounded Healer centaur-symbol celestial orb 
discovered on November 1, 1977. Note: Please visit the complimentary Astro-Business 
Keys section of our website to learn more about Chiron’s usual themes as well as the 
keynotes of all the major celestial bodies in our solar system. 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As this is being written, the U.S. Congress is working on — in slow-motion to the 
detriment of all Americans — what may be initially a nearly $2 Trillion support system for 
individuals, small businesses, large corporations and to protect the Federal Reserve 
from falling into shadow (a la The Lord of the Rings phraseology regarding any entity 
from stumbling into some kind of black-hole nightmare). This type of monetary Hail Mary 
is exactly revealed in the Aries New Moon chart, calculated for Washington, D.C. 
included at the end of this feature, when you look at the financial second house that 
contains the Sun, Moon and Chiron in a tight triple conjunction along with far-away Eris 
in Aries and radical-change agent, shock-producer Uranus in earthy Taurus. This is a 
major representation of the cost of this pandemic as it sweeps through our 50 states 
and accompanying territories. 

 
In this same horoscope, Venus at 21 degree of Taurus is conjunct 
the USA Vesta (investment and insurance themes) from our 
national chart originating at The Declaration of Independence on 
July 4, 1776. Along with the fate-destiny oriented Lunar North 
Node of the Moon now at 4 degrees of Cancer and conjunct the 
USA Venus, these two nearly-exact unions describe the necessity 
of putting real dollars into the pockets of all American citizens, 
and not simply to bail out the big banks and their CEOs whose 

corrupt actions in 2008 during the last economic catastrophe were precipitated by their 
own widespread mortgage-backed securities fraud. 
 
Note that the 12th house in this Aries New Moon chart — traditionally associated, when 
negative, with the concept of “Self-Undoing” — is bombarded with a quadruple 
conjunction of Pallas-Jupiter-Pluto-Mars close to the cusp of the house and where often 
fear-promoting Saturn, having just entered Aquarius, and the largest asteroid Ceres, 
linked strongly with commodities, food products, farming and labor, are also located. 
 
There are some favorable alignments happening at 
this New Moon providing hope that this too shall 
pass— for example, Mercury in Pisces sextile to 
Uranus in Taurus, Venus trine the quadruple 
conjunction in Capricorn, and Vesta trine Saturn in 
air signs. However, all the celestial bodies from the 
11th house to the 3rd house except Juno in Libra 
retrograde in the 8th house reveals a situation where 
the Juno and Libra planetary and zodiacal archetypes-values-keynotes (peace and 
harmony; social activities; balance and equilibrium in in the human sphere of behavior 
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patterns; empowerment or disempowerment in primary partnerships) are in a sense 
ostracized from all the other planetary and zodiacal qualities. Plus, America is in the 
process of experiencing a triple Juno Return in Libra in 2020 — exacerbating the above-
expressed problem plaguing our nation and likely to remain virulent for many months or 
longer and not weeks. Plus, when Juno, the smallest in size of the first 4 asteroids 
to be discovered is negative, there can be an explosion of rage by the 
dispossessed and disenfranchised. 

For those you who want to take a deeper look at Juno in Libra and its frequently crucial 
influences in all of our lives and its profound importance at the birth of America (Juno at 
20 Libra opposite Chiron at 20 Aries is the closest alignment of any two celestial bodies 
in the US birth chart), be aware that Juno first returned to its natal placement in our 
national chart on January 19, then returned again while retrograde on February 27 and 
will make its third return this year on August 19 (at the time of the 100th anniversary that 
the 19th amendment to the Constitution granting voting rights to women was ratified). In 
addition, check out my podcast #32 on the Astrology of Lev Parnas, Rachel Maddow 
and Juno in Libra. 

 
Another Disturbance in The Force (a la Star Wars) 
regarding this Aries New Moon horoscope is the close 
square of 90-degrees between celestial goddesses 
Venus at 21 Taurus and Ceres at 21 Aquarius — with 
Chiron at 6 degrees of Aries at their powerful 
midpoint, and the solar-lunar orbs just 1 degree away. 
Since Chiron is strongly associated not only with 

health and illness, wounds of various kinds, but also shamans, mentors, psychic 
sensitivity, keys opening doors to higher consciousness, various forms of synchronicity 
and, most importantly, Twilight Zones* of Strange Time (see more on this at the end 
of this feature and in podcast 39 or Coronavirus Part 5), it becomes exceedingly clear 
why humanity is now experiencing “The time is out of joint…” to quote Shakespeare 
(Hamlet, Act 1, Scene 5) and reeling from an invisible army of not-truly-alive virus 
invaders. 
 
Of course as indicated in the last couple of Global Hot Spots and 
podcasts on our website, we have just experienced on January 12 the 
first Saturn-Pluto conjunction since November 8, 1982 (37+ years ago 
at 28 degrees of Libra) and Pluto in Capricorn is currently making three 
discordant oppositions to America’s Mercury in Cancer (February 27**, 
June 25 with Pluto retrograde and, perhaps most ominously, on 
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January 1, 2021). These transits are a major component of the wrecking ball accosting 
the structural integrity of our economic way of life and social fabric, but while greatly 
significant they need to be coordinated with the monthly New and Full Moons and many 
other planetary factors. **February 27 is the same day when Juno retrograde made its 
second of three returns to its natal placement in the USA birth chart. This shows the 
interlocking condition of many of these highly difficult and rare transits. 
 
Keep in mind that the favorable and unfavorable USA and World City lists that are 
connected to and now included in each Global Hot Spot feature have many nearby 
towns/cities that are in sync with whatever rising/setting or above/below planetary 
vibrations are affecting the actual locations indicated. 

The World Map that is presented at the start of the Global Hot Spot shows the primary 
areas throughout our planet being influenced by the Sun, Moon, 8 planets, 4 main 
asteroids and Chiron in their prominent placements. Right now there are so many 
potential danger zones that all continents are being afflicted. Nevertheless, since the 
events and decisions that occur at the time of this New Moon will become more fully 
manifested at the next Full Moon (energizing 19 degrees of Aries and Libra on April 
7-8), watch for AstroFlash features appearing on our website (usually in the Earth 
Aquarius News area) over the next two weeks focusing attention on some of the more 
virulent problem-areas around the world (Italy, Spain, France and Germany in Europe; 
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the entire United Kingdom and mainly England; Iran in the Middle East; South Africa, 
Egypt, Nigeria and Kenya in Africa – with East Africa also suffering from an extreme 
plague of Locusts; India and its 1 billion + people now on temporary lockdown; and 
certainly the rapidly-expanding crisis-areas in America). 

*Twilight Zones of Strange Time: In closing 
and for a chance to wax momentarily with 
careful humor, you might have missed the great 
pitcher for the San Francisco Giants, Time 
Lincecum, aka The Freak, pitched two no-
hitters last night (Sunday evening March 22) in 
a rare double-header! Wait a minute. Isn’t all of 
Major League Baseball on hold? Isn’t it still 
spring training? And the great Tim Lincecum 

isn’t even a Giant anymore. You are correct, but the Comcast Bay Area NBC station re-
broadcasted, in their entirety, the two fabulously-exciting no-hit games from the 
summers of 2013 and 2014, respectively, at Petco Park in San Diego and AT&T Park in 
San Francisco. The crowds were roaring (obviously thousands of fans in very close 
proximity), the Giants were playing magnificently, 
and when each no-hitter ended, this pitcher – 
born on June 15, 1984 in the now coronavirus-
distraught State of Washington, with a precise and 
inspirational-friendly-endearing Sun-Venus 
conjunction at 25 degrees of Gemini and with his 
Chiron conjunct the fate-destiny energizing Lunar 
North Node in Gemini as well – was mobbed by 
his teammates, dozens of actual hugs by all the 
Giants and with broad smiles and collective joy 
palpable. Via the magic of that ancient electronic medium – known as Television – so 
many fans in American lockdown in their residences were able to virtually and 
vicariously relive those terrific games in The Twilight Zone now pervading all our lives. 
Get used to this opportunity to go Back to the Future so we can survive long enough to 
actually live it out hopefully at some point ahead of where we are treading water in the 
Now. 
 
Stay tuned to this online channel for late-breaking astrological stories. 

(Astrology Chart, Next Page…) 
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